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by the appearance of marine fossils in an inland district, as

among these wooded solitudes. Perhaps the peculiarity of

their setting, if I may so speak, by heightening the contrast

between their present circumstances and their original habitat,

gave increased effect to their appeals to the imagination. The

green ocean depths in which they must have lived and died

associate strangely in the mind with the forest retreats, a full

hundred miles from the sea-shore, in which their remains now

lie deposited. Taken with their accompaniments, they serve

to remind one of that style of artificial grotto-work in which

corals and shells are made to mingle with flowers and. mosses.

The massy cyathophyllum sticks out of the sides of gray lich

ened rocks, enclasped by sprigs of ivy, or overhung by twigs

of thorn and hazel; deep-sea terebratuke project in bold relief

from amid patches of the delicate wood sorel; here a macerated

oak-leaf, with all its skeleton fibres open as a net, lies glued by

the damps beside some still more delicately reticulated festi

nelia; there a tuft of graceful harebells projects over some

prostrate orthoceratite; yonder there peeps out from amid a

drapery of green liver-wort, like a heraldic helmet from the

mantling, the armed head of some mailed trilobite: the deep

sea productions of the most ancient of creations lie grouped, as

with an eye to artistic effect, amid the floral productions of our

own. times. At the further end of this retired deli, so full of

interest to the geologist, we see, where the rock closes, two

dark openings separated by a rude limestone column. One of

these forms a sort of window to the cavern within, so exceed

ingly lofty in the sill as to be inaccessible to the explorer;

through the other we descend along a damp, mouldy path, and

reach the twilight bank of a canal, which stretches away into

the darkness between two gloomy walls of rock of vast height,

connected half-way up, -as flooring-beams connect the wails
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